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On behalf of the Civic Center Community Benefit District (CBD), I am writing to
formally endorse the proposed LightRail art installation by artists George
Zisiadis and Stefano Corazza and presented by Illuminate the Arts.
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Dear President Beltran, Commissioners and Mr. DeCaigny:

The goal of the Civic Center CBD is to improve the image, safety, beautification
and cleanliness of the greater Civic Center area for the benefit of patrons,
residents, employees, merchants, property owners and other visitors within the
district.
I am also a member of the Better Market Street Citizens’ Advisory Committee
and part of our goal is to create a sense of place on Market Street. I believe this
art project enhances that ideal.
The installation visualizes the real-time movement of underground trains along
this historic street and it will transform San Francisco’s main artery into a scene
of wonder and awe for millions—while highlighting the crucial importance of
public transit for the future of our cities in a beautiful and compelling way.
The long term goal of Illuminate the Arts is to elevate general awareness of the
importance of art and stimulate greater giving to the arts, including by
sponsoring and organizing other art installations and projects and promoting
giving campaigns for and providing grants to artists and arts groups. In a certain
way LightRail brings the energy created by The Bay Lights – Illuminate the Arts’
initial project – all the way into the heart of San Francisco.
We believe that the LightRail art installation is in perfect alignment with our
CBD’s goals, as well as long-established goals of the Planning Department and
the City and County of San Francisco.
We strongly urge you to support this vital new housing opportunity.
Sincerely,

Donald W. Savoie, Executive Director
Civic Center Community Benefit District

June 4th, 2014
To Whom It May Concern,
This is a letter in support of the LightRail, an art installation created by artists George
Zisiadis and Stefano Corazza and presented by Illuminate the Arts.
LightRail is the world’s first subway-responsive light sculpture, designed with thousands
of LED lights along two miles along San Francisco’s iconic Market Street, from Van Ness
Avenue to The Embarcadero.
The installation visualizes the real-time movement of underground trains along this
historic street and will transform San Francisco’s main artery into a scene of wonder and
awe for millions—while highlighting the crucial importance of public transit for the future
of our cities in a beautiful and compelling way.
The long-term goal of Illuminate the Arts is to elevate awareness of the importance of art
and stimulate greater giving to the arts. This includes increased sponsorship, organizing
other art installations and providing grants to artists and arts organizations. In a way,
LightRail brings the energy created by The Bay Lights – Illuminate the Arts’ initial project
– all the way into the heart of San Francisco.
For these and many other reasons, I whole heartedly support the effort to make LightRail
a reality.
Best regards,

Josette Melchor | Executive Director | Gray Area Foundation for the Arts

www.GrayArea.org
2665 Mission Street, San Francisco, CA 94110
415.843.423 info@grayarea.org

August 29, 2014
To Whom It May Concern:
This is a letter in support of the LightRail art installation by artists George Zisiadis and Stefano
Corazza and presented by Illuminate the Arts.
LightRail is the world’s first subway-responsive light sculpture, designed with thousands of LED
lights strung for two miles along San Francisco’s iconic Market Street, from Van Ness Avenue to
The Embarcadero.
The installation visualizes the real-time movement of underground trains along this historic street
and it will transform San Francisco’s main artery into a scene of wonder and awe for millions—
while highlighting the crucial importance of public transit for the future of our cities in a
beautiful and compelling way.
The long term goal of Illuminate the Arts is to elevate general awareness of the importance of art
and stimulate greater giving by sponsoring and organizing other art installations and projects,
promoting giving campaigns, and providing grants to artists and arts groups. In a certain way
LightRail brings the energy created by The Bay Lights – Illuminate the Arts’ initial project – all
the way into the heart of San Francisco.
For these and many other reasons I whole-heartedly support the effort to make LightRail a
reality.
Best regards,

Deborah Cullinan

To Whom It May Concern:

This is a letter in support of the LightRail art installation by artists George Zisiadis
and Stefano Corazza and presented by Illuminate the Arts.
LightRail is the world’s first subway-responsive light sculpture, designed with
thousands of LED lights strung for two miles along San Francisco’s iconic Market
Street, from Van Ness Avenue to The Embarcadero.
The installation visualizes the real-time movement of underground trains along this
historic street and it will transform San Francisco’s main artery into a scene of
wonder and awe for millions—while highlighting the crucial importance of public
transit for the future of our cities in a beautiful and compelling way.
The long term goal of Illuminate the Arts is to elevate general awareness of the
importance of art and stimulate greater giving to the arts, including by sponsoring
and organizing other art installations and projects and promoting giving campaigns
for and providing grants to artists and arts groups. In a certain way LightRail brings
the energy created by The Bay Lights – Illuminate the Arts’ initial project – all the
way into the heart of San Francisco.

For these and many other reasons I whole heartedly support the effort to make
LightRail a reality.

Best regards,

Manuela King, Chairperson, Streetscapes Committee
Union Square Business Improvement District

June 3, 2014
To Whom It May Concern:
Please accept this letter as an expression of our support of the LightRail, an art
installation created by artists George Zisiadis and Stefano Corazza and presented by
Illuminate the Arts.
LightRail is the world’s first subway-responsive light sculpture, designed with thousands
of LED lights along two miles along San Francisco’s iconic Market Street, from Van Ness
Avenue to The Embarcadero. The installation visualizes the real-time movement of
underground trains along this historic street and will transform San Francisco’s main
artery into a scene of wonder and awe for millions—while highlighting the crucial
importance of public transit for the future of our cities in a beautiful and compelling
way.
The long term goal of Illuminate the Arts is to elevate awareness of the importance of
art and stimulate greater giving to the arts. This includes increased sponsorship,
organizing other art installations and providing grants to artists and arts organizations.
In a way, LightRail brings the energy created by The Bay Lights – Illuminate the Arts’
initial project – all the way into the heart of San Francisco.
For these and many other reasons, we whole heartedly support the effort to make
LightRail a reality.
Best regards,
Dina Hilliard
Executive Director
North of Market/Tenderloin Community Benefit District
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